
  

Additional counseling resources:
National Institute of Mental Health, How to Find Help: 
nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/getting-help-locate-services/index.shtml
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention FAQs: cdc.gov/mentalhealth/faqs.htm#2

Certain factual or statistical information was pulled from the following sources:
1 American Counseling Association: counseling.org 
2 American Mental Health Counselors Association: amhca.org
3 WebMD, Guide to Psychiatry and Counseling (2010): webmd.com
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Life gives us lots of choice, change and opportunity. And most of the time we’re not quite sure what we’ll get. Like trying 
chocolates, we might take a bite and want more. Or we might want to put it back in the box when no one’s looking and pick 
something else.

Counseling is a lot like a chocolate cheat sheet. It’s a way to know 
more before you take that first bite or try something new. It’s also 
a chance to start over or avoid something unwanted – like the 
chocolate with the yucky filling. Professionally licensed counselors 
give helpful advice, skill-building and tips for problem solving. It 
can help with life’s spiritual, relationship, work, education and 
mental or physical health needs. Seeing a counselor means 
finding a caring ear and a wise voice. A counselor should be ready 
and willing to help throughout all stages of life.1

Counselors work through independent practices, community 
agencies, health care organizations, employee support programs 
and treatment centers.2 You should be just as careful choosing 
the right counselor as finding the right medical doctor. So it’s 
important to ask some questions:

 } Are you licensed?

 } What is your area of expertise or focus?

 } How much training have you had dealing with my type of 
worries?

 } What is your approach or process when working with clients?

 } How many sessions do most clients need?

 } What are your insurance and billing rules?

During your first visit, share information about your reasons for finding help. Listen to the counselor’s first thoughts on how 
to go about dealing with your concerns. Then use it as a chance to decide if the fit is right.  If you’re not happy, don’t be shy 
about looking somewhere else. After all, it’s your choice…and your chocolate.3

Life is like 
a box of chocolates
Wouldn’t it be nice to know what you’re going to get? 


